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Supplies:
- Laser Cut Images, Stencil or Art Stickers
- Flat or Angled Soft-Bristle Brush
- Several Colors of Perfect Pearls
- VersaMark Pad
- Cosmetic Sponge
- VersaMark Reinker
- Misting Bottle filled with Water
- White Cardstock
- Stamps

Step One: 
Apply the VersaMark pad directly to the cardstock, turning the 
cardstock frequently and covering the cardstock fully. It is ac-
ceptable to have the pad’s “lines” showing on the cardstock.

Step Two: 
Place the laser cut image/stencil/sticker on the inked surface. If 
using a die cut, dampening the surface of the die cut will help it 
stick to the paper and lay flat.

Pounced Cuts Tutorial
April/May 2009

Erin Grotegut, owner of www.stamperstorage.com and long time Technique Junkie, developed and filmed this pretty technique.  Try laser 
die-cuts, detailed stencils or detailed Outline/Anita/Magenta art stickers as the base for the “negative” for pouncing. 
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Step Three: 
Load the brush with Perfect Pearls and pounce the pearls into 
and around the stencil. Leave the stencil in place and spritz with 
water periodically to encourage the pearls to remain in place. 

Step Four: 
Apply the second color of pearls to the stencil to create 
shading and variation.
 

Step Five: 
Leave stencil in place and mist lightly with water to set pearls.

Step Six: 
Gently lift off stencil.

Step Seven: 
To color areas beyond the stencils or fill in white space, ink 
a cosmetic sponge with VersaMark, dab on cardstock, then 
pounce additional Perfect Pearls on the piece.

Step Eight: 
If tearing, spritz front and back with water and gently tear. 
Set aside to dry and use as desired.
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Step Nine: 
To make a collage or larger piece of stenciled images, place the laser cuts on the cardstock and repeat pouncing process  
with all of the images.

Step Ten: 
If using Pearl Ex, Make sure to set the pearls with spray sealer.

Finished Card
Artwork: Erin Grotegut
Stamps: Papertrey Ink

Finished Card
Artwork: Vada Schutz
Stamps: Inkadinkado, Cornish Heritage Farms  
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Finished Card
Artwork: Evelyn Spikes
Stamps: Dream Impressions

Finished Card
Artwork: Judy Jackson
Stamps: Clear Artistic Stamps

Finished Card
Artwork:  Judy Jackson
Stamps: Club Scrap, Stampin’ Up!  
© 1990-2009 Stampin’ Up! ® 

Finished Card
Artwork: Vada Schutz
Stamps: Our Daily Bread Designs


